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Abstract
Identified is a set of ballpark parameters for laser, plasma, and accelerator
technologies that are defined for accelerated electron energies reaching as high as PeV.
These parameters are carved out from the scaling laws that govern the physics of laser
acceleration, theoretically suggested and experimentally explored over a wide range in
the recent years. We extrapolate this knowledge toward PeV energies. In the density
regime on the order of 1016 cm-3, it is possible to consider the application of the existing
NIF (or LMJ) or its extended lasers to their appropriate retrofitting for this purpose.
Although the ambition of luminosity is not pursued, such energies by themselves may
allow us to begin to feel and study the physics of the ‘texture of vacuum’. This is an
example of fundamental physics exploration without the need of luminosity paradigm.
By converting accelerated electrons with extreme energies to like energy gamma
photons, and let them propagate through vacuum over a sufficient distance, these
extremely high energy (and therefore short wavelength) photons experience smallest
vacuum structures and fluctuations. If we can measure the arrival time differential and
thus the gamma photon speed as a function of different energies such as 0.1 PeV vs 1
PeV, say within attoseconds accuracy, we can collect valuable data if and how gamma
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photons still obeys the premise of relativity or the vacuum texture begins to alter such
fundamentals. The only method currently available to look at this problem may be to
study astrophysical data of the primordial gamma ray bursts (GRBs), which are
compared with the presently suggested approach.
1. Introduction
Since the laser based particle acceleration was conceived [1], energies of
laser-accelerated electrons have increased with the advance of laser technologies and
better control and understanding of the experiments [2-14]. Leemans et al. reported
GeV laser acceleration of electrons using 40 TW, 40 fs laser pulses with a 3 cm plasma
channel [2]. With these and other past experiments it is now evident that the laser
accelerated electron energies scale inversely proportional to the plasma density, as
predicted by Tajima and Dawson [1]. An experimental data summary is shown in Fig. 1.
This figure shows this tendency of energy gain as a function of the plasma density n e :
Unmistakably, the energy gain rises continually and linearly in the plot, as the electron
density falls. This presents us opportunities to consider a design of experiments toward
10 GeV, 100 GeV, and 1 TeV energies based on laser wakefield acceleration, including
the application to a future collider, following the simple and yet robust scaling law
[15-22].
First, in the present paper, however, we do not pursue high repetition rates and
high luminous experiments as required by colliders. This exempts and relieves us from
the constraints typical of colliders that require lasers (or for that matter, any driver of
accelerator) to be highly efficient and with high average fluence. The physics we try to
reach out is confined to single-shot or low repetition experiments, albeit with extreme
high energies (much beyond TeV now unconstrained by the collider physics
requirements [15-17][23]). Second, in order to preserve the laser energy only for the
purpose to excite the laser wakefield, we should avoid the wavebreaking, which leads to
unnecessary electrons to be trapped and wakefield energies diverted to these particles.
We thus need to operate in or near the one-dimensional wakefield. It is well known that
the 1D wakefield is most robust, while 2D/3D wakefields lead to much easier
wavebreaking and trapping of unwanted electrons. The choice of near 1D wakefield
operation also aids us to be in a relatively simple acceleration control. Third, on the
other hand, in order to reach highest energies within shortest possible distances, we
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ought to optimize physical parameters to the limit allowable. For example, we need to
maximize the accelerating gradient within the limit of 1D-like wakefield with smallest
allowable radius of laser focus, which minimizes the needed laser energy. In order to
increase the accelerating gradient, we enter in the nonlinear wakefield regime (unlike
the typical requirement of the linear wakefield regime for the collider operation, where
the extreme low emittance preservation is necessary in order to realize the high
luminosity at the tight focused collision point). At this high intensity nonlinear
wakefield regime it is likely for the laser power to exceed the self-focusing threshold.
By carefully choosing the laser radius at the equilibrium radius of the self-focused beam,
however, we should be optimizing both the highest possible fields and the near 1D
wakefields.
Professor Atsuto Suzuki [24] has challenged us if we can come up energies
of even PeV. This was first toyed by E. Fermi [25], whose vision goes to girdle the
entire earth by the circular accelerator to reach this goal. We try to see if we can meet
Suzuki’s visionary challenge of PeV with our vision of laser acceleration. In what
follows we try to identify ballpark parameters required for PeV electron acceleration
based on the laser wakefield acceleration process [1][15-18] . We find the required laser
parameters do not completely go mismatched with the present or near-term lasers and
their extensions. In these extreme energies the physics we can explore may not be those
extended from the present day colliders, but it rather poses a different type of
experiments.

We present an application of this accelerator as a possible sample

illustration.

2. Scaling laws of laser wakefield acceleration
Consider the possibility of acceleration to reach PeV energies via the laser
wakefield acceleration. In order to reach the highest energy possible with the judicious
deployment of the currently available laser or a near future prospect of lasers, our
approach is as follows. We thus adopt one-dimensional, non-linear wakefield
acceleration which is operated nearly at its limits: the laser field is in the neighborhood
of the limit of one-dimensional wavebreaking and the laser spot radius is close to the
limit of one-dimensional wake structure. We notice that this adoption is conceptual at
this moment, and detailed calculations are required for the design of a practical
3

accelerator. However, as we see in Fig. 1, which shows the experimental achievements
so far, the one-dimensional approximation adopted here does not fail to predict the
energy gains of experimental data. Two orders of magnitude difference between the
theory and experiments might come from the condition that the laser irradiances at some
experiments were not high. Indeed, the aimed goal is far from the currently obtained
experimental domains in terms of energy gain. The blank region is left to be filled in as
a future task in the laser wakefield acceleration research.
Summarized here are the scaling laws of laser wakefield acceleration that fit
for the above approach and have been theoretically presented and experimentally
observed in the past works [18][21]. If we take the scaling law based on a
one-dimensional, nonlinear theory of the wakefield acceleration [21], the energy gain
ΔE of electrons per stage in a highly nonlinear regime ( a0  1 ) is approximately
expressed as
E   2ph a02 m0c 2 ,

(1)

where m 0 is the electron rest mass, c is the speed of light, a0  eE L /m0 0c is the

normalized vector potential of the pump laser with the electric field of E L and the
frequency of  0 ,  ph  1 v 2ph /c 2 

1/ 2

and v ph is the phase velocity of the wakefield,

n cr and n e are the critical density and the plasma density, respectively. Since we

consider the laser wakefield acceleration in the nonlinear regime, the laser amplitude is
maximized to be close to the wave-breaking limit but not reaching or exceeding it in
order to avoid deleterious wave-breaking effects. This condition requires the normalized
laser amplitude to satisfy a0  2 1/ph2 . On the other hand, in a relatively strong drive, the
wave assumes a steep profile and thus once again nearly one-dimensional physics may
become important in the immediate vicinity of this sharp gradient. In fact Koga et al.’s
simulation [26] saw a steep wave gradient and much flattened wave front even though
his laser pulse was relatively narrow: The frontal part of the wave is appropriate for
accelerating positrons [27] (or other positively charged particles), while the rear part for
electrons (not all the parameters in Ref. [26] scale with what we suggest here).
The acceleration length is limited by the dephasing length or the pump
depletion length. The dephasing and pump depletion lengths may be given by [15]
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Ld   2ph  p

a0

(2)

 2

L pd   2ph  p

2a0

(3)



where  p  2c / p is the linear and nonrelativistic plasma wavelength.

The

optimum condition for laser wakefield excitation is realized [15] when the laser pulse
length at full width half maximum (FWHM) c matches this plasma wavelength, i.e.
c 

2ln2



 0.37 p .

(4)

The peak power P of the laser is P  Iw 02 , where I is the peak irradiance of the laser.
The total laser energy E L  P necessary in the quasi-one dimensional case is
expressed as
2


  (w 0 [m]) 2
a0
E L [J]  
 [ps] .
 
100
0.86 0 [m] 

(5)

We notice that the self-focusing condition P  Pc  2c(mc 2 /e) 2 ( / p ) 2 is always
satisfied when a0  2 3 / 2 /  ~ 0.9 ( w 0   p ). After the self-focusing, the spot radius of
the laser becomes ~ (a0 )1/ 2 c / p , which is similar to our assumption (To make more
one-dimensional, one may take a larger spot radius to avoid self-focusing by adopting a
defocusing waveguide, which has a lower refractive index in the radial center as
opposed to the usual uniform waveguide).
As a comparison, we list the scaling when three-dimensional effects are
important (e. g. w 0  c / p ) the energy obtained by laser acceleration may become
slightly more complicated. Consider the case when the laser pulse is intense enough to
make a cavity behind the laser pulse, i.e. a0  e /(mc 2 ), where   4 n eew 02 is the
electrostatic potential of the wake. According to the study [28], in this case we obtain
E 

 2m0c 2 w04
,
802 p2

(6)

where the laser spot size w 0 is related to
w0 

1



 ph 0

(7)

and the cavity longitudinal size is of the order of the transverse size, w0 . In this tightly
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focused case, optical guiding is required to extend the acceleration length. According to
Ref. [29], the matched spot size w M in the capillary, with the radial plasma density
profile n e (r)  n 0  n e (r /R) 2 , is given by
1/ 4

 R2 
(8)
wM  
 ,
  re ne 
where R is the radius of the capillary wall. If we set w 0  c / p   p /2 in order to

avoid self-focusing or filamentation of the pump pulse, the energy gain scales as
E 1/ n e .

3. Ballpark parameters of laser electron accelerator toward PeV

The scaling law dictates some three orders of magnitude density reduction
from most current experimental parameters with the typical density at 1018 cm-3 in order
to carry out experiments in the range toward energies of PeV in a single stage. This in
turn allows us to extend the laser pulse length by an order of magnitude, to typically on
the order of ps, instead of tens of fs. In a multi-stage approach, say 102-103 stages, in
order to reach these energies, the density is higher and pulse length shorter. The
preferred laser technology of recent laser acceleration experiments has been that of
Ti:sapphire because of its large frequency bandwidth, but for longer pulses a wider
range of lasers become permissible.
Here we take a few typical numerical examples at various initial laser
intensities as listed in Table 1 for the PeV energy acceleration. We assume that the
laser wavelength is 1 µm and the spot size of the laser is w 0   p to make the
operation in the 1D regime. We range the number of stages of laser wakefield
acceleration. According to Eq. (1), the required plasma density is calculated and thus
other parameters including the laser intensity, or the normalized vector potential a0 , are
automatically determined. The number of electrons is calculated based on the formula
by Katsouleas et al.[30]. The total energy gain is just multiplying the single-stage
energy gain by the number of stages. If we take the number of stages, N stage = 1000, we
need n e  1.8  1017 cm-3 to reach 1 PeV total energy gain. Under the current choice
of ballpark we suggest that the optimum laser parameters are 4.1 MJ, 42 PW, and 0.098
ps. This is the case studied in Table I case III. The acceleration length per stage is ~2 m
and the total acceleration length is 2 km. The total acceleration length here means the
sum of the individual stages without including the necessary matching sections, i.e.
6

focusing optics of the electron beam and driving laser. The usual electromagnetic
focusing system for electron beams may require substantially longer matching sections.
However, it may be possible that the adoption of plasma lens lowers the length to an
affordable size. In this choice the required laser pulse may strain the existing laser
technology, as we shall discuss below. To ameliorate such a situation, the introduction
of the nonuniform plasma density profile with a density initially lower than the value
taken here might bring in some room to maneuver: the laser pulse compression may
take place through the nonlinear interaction with the plasma [31] to fit more adequately
and gradually increase the density to the value considered here.
4. Possible experiment and its ramification in comparison with astrophysical data

Ellis et al [32, 33] (note: a jump in the refs numbers) have suggested that the
quantum mechanical fluctuations with wavelengths on the order of quantum gravity
origin may amount to the effective slowdown of the photon velocity, if the energy of the
photon is high enough and its wavelength short enough to see such scale lengths of
fluctuations. These fluctuations may be directly tied with the length scale inverse of the
Planck mass or may be even longer. There are other theories [34,35] that suggest that
the photon velocity varies when its energy goes up. Of course, it is of immense
importance to examine if such phenomenon appears at all and if such theories are
correct (if any) or when such phenomenon begins to manifest. This is a fundamental test
of the special theory of relativity and perhaps a prelude to a glimpse into quantum
gravity. We envisage that such a test can be one of the candidate experiments that need
not demand the high luminosity that a collider would. Thus we wish to consider this
sample experiment in some more detail in this section.
At this moment, however, barring our PeV candidate experiment, all we can do
is left to astrophysical observations to ask such questions. This is in part due to the fact
that it is believed that if such a phenomenon exists at all, it should be so high an energy
that is simply much beyond the reach of the present day accelerator on earth. On the
other hand, we are learning a lot recently about the high energy gamma ray emission
from very fast flares from Active Galactic Nuclei [36, 37] and Gamma Ray Bursts
(GRBs) which are known as brightest astrophysical objects [38, 39]. The energy
dependence of light velocity has been tested using photon beams from such objects .
GRBs are categorized into two types, long one and short one. It is generally
7

believed that long and short GRBs may be related to the supernova / hypernova collapse,
and to the merger of two neutron stars (or some other very compact stars), respectively.
In both GRBs there are two components in gamma rays. One is the component
described with the band function which ranges between 30 keV and 10 MeV and can be
described by two power-law spectra before and after the peak energy around 300 keV;
the other is the extra delayed component ranging between 30 keV and 30 GeV (or
beyond) and can be described with a simple power-law without a cut-off and break [38,
39]. These two components are believed to arise from different origins / from different
emission regions of GRBs.
Since GRBs are the brightest astrophysical objects and with a short
characteristic time envelope, they can serve as an ideal searchlight to explore the
deepest Universe. The primordial GRBs have been thus cherished to look for their time
history of their arrival to the Earth observatories over nearly an entire length of the
Universe. If there is any energy dependence in the photon velocity, the larger energy
photon would arrive later than the less energy ones in the give GRB. Many of GRBs
studies so far [38, 39], in fact, show this tendency. Furthermore, this tendency seems
consistent with each other; in another word, most of these observations show a similar
arrival differential as a function of the energy of gamma. Except for the fact that it
appears that the latest short GRB observed by the Fermi Observatory [40], which may
be showing a less differential time arrival, though it too shows that the higher the energy
of gammas, the later they arrive.
On the other hand, one may argue that the delayed arrival of higher energy
gammas is not due to the propagation property in the space between the GRB and the
Earth, but rather the reflection of the genesis of GRBs and their mechanism of the
particle acceleration to high energies at the time of the burst (e.g., [41]). One might
argue that the higher electron energies are, the longer time it takes to get accelerated and
thus the emission of gammas with higher energies should appear later. If this is the case,
what we are observing is simply the property of GRB and its acceleration mechanism of
high energy electrons in the GRB jet. It is not easy to dismiss such an argument when
we wish to refer to the property of vacuum for the gamma ray propagation. We would
be left to speculate which is more likely at this time.
8

Thus it would be scientifically valuable to be able to have a controlled terrestrial
experiment that can be determine the gamma speed as a function of its energy that is not
depending upon the genesis of that gamma beam, as suggested in Secs 2-3. This may
become possible if our accelerated electron reaches as high energies as PeV. Consider
the following experimental scenario. The energies of the highest energy gammas from
GRB are typically GeV, while the cosmic distance is on the order of 1028 cm. If we take
the length of our vacuum tube is about a km, the time differential we need to ascertain is
on the order of sub fs, in order to meet or discriminate against the GRB observations of
a second to 10s of seconds. We understand that it takes ingenious experimental
innovations unexplored so far to measure the arrival time of two gamma photons (or
beams of photons) with two different energies, say PeV and 0.1 PeV with ultrafast
accuracy. No one seems to have ever looked at PeV gamma arrival detection in such a
time differential regime and this remains a challenge.
We have not started systematic experimental research of how to detect
ultrahigh energy gamma particles and differentiate the arrival time with ultra high time
resolution. However, we venture at least some attempt into a possible detection
technique development here. It has been pointed out by Narozhny some 40 years ago
[42] (more recently [43]) that an ultrahigh energy gamma-particle can assist to break
down the vacuum with substantially suppressed threshold electric field compared with
the well-known Schwinger value. This is the nonlinear QED effect. The probability of
the vacuum breakdown is derived as
 8 E mc 2 
P ( E )  exp   s 
(9)

3  E  h 


where E s the Schwinger field, h is the gamma energy, E is the applied electric

field in vacuum such as a laser. With a PeV gamma-ray particle, the exponent factor of
2
(9) is reduced by the ratio of MeV to PeV ( mc
 /h ) over the expression of

Schwinger’s without the presence of a gamma particle. This means that the vacuum
breakdown field plummets from the value of 1016 V/cm to 1010 V/cm.
We suggest that by employing time-synchronized somewhat intense laser field
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(at 10

W/cm2) at the “goal line” of the gamma-photon arrival, we cause sudden

breakdown of vacuum and its avalanched particles of e-e+ as soon as one of the high
energy gamma particles arrives. The PeV gamma particle facilitates to trigger the
9

vacuum breakdown. The time scale of breakdown is far faster than fs. The exploitation
of this phenomenon should allow an ultrafast signal of the PeV gamma-photon arrival.
Since the trigger phenomenon is exponentially sensitive, we could play a game of
adjusting the value of the laser field to see and differentiate different types of trigger
phenomenology and parameters, depending upon the gamma particle energies.
We obviously need a lot more detailed experimental planning and
developments of such an idea in the future. Further, the delay of gamma-photon arrival
to the “goal line” due to the presence of low-density electrons is an important factor that
determines the “noise” to our “signal”. One of the noises or uncertainties about the time
differential may arise from residual gas electrons in our vacuum tube in which gamma
particles travel. We may be able to evaluate this time delay as follows.
The dielectric refractive index of the plasma with the density n is given by
  2p 1/ 2
n  1 2  ,
(10)
  
where n sets the phase velocity of light as and the group velocity as n   / kc  v ph / c
and the group velocity as

The difference between c and v gr

  2p 1/ 2
v gr  c1 2  .
  
is
c  v gr
c

1 p

.
2 2

(11)

2

(12)

This amount is extremely small for high-energy gamma particles with PeV energies. If
the gas pressure of the ‘vacuum’ is as low as 10-6 Pa, (c  v gr ) / c is as small as 10-44 for
PeV gamma photons. On the other hand, the expected (if it ever arises or the margin we
try to establish) deviation of the speed of light in extreme high energies (h ) of PeV in
our suggested experiment is as high as c( ) /c ~ 10 10 . Therefore, we seem not to be
excluded from the possibility to test, feel, and detect the texture of vacuum that may
arise from the quantum gravity effects and the subsequent phenomenon of the
energy-dependent speed of light in such an experiment.
5. Discussion and conclusions

We have presented the possibility that utilizing the existing large energy lasers
or its future extension, we can chart out a scientific path to reach for PeV energies by
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the laser acceleration. The laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) is capable of very
compact and intense acceleration far beyond the conventional accelerator approach.
Reaching such energies as PeV appears only possible by such a new enabling method.
We have then established a set of principles and associated parameters that allow us to
reach for these energies. By adopting multi-MJ laser capability that exists in National
Ignition Facility [44] (and soon completing Laser Mega Joule) and other future
outgrowth of these lasers, we employ the (approximately) 1D and strongly nonlinear
regime of LWFA to optimize the beam quality, the accelerating gradient, and other
physical attributes. Based on this approach and the scalings known from the past
theoretical and experimental investigations, we are led to show that there exist a set (or
sets) of parameters that allow us to envision a PeV accelerator.
These ideas and parameters are of a fundamental principle of this acceleration
method and not necessarily scrutinized for engineering details. Thus in the future we
need to look for more in-depth studies and experimental investigations to ascertain the
possibility for realizing such extreme energies using the LWFA. Nonetheless, it is very
encouraging that already today’s laser technology is at or near the ballpark of the
necessary requirement as to the laser energy is concerned. No doubt that we need to
learn plenty more on how to accomplish PeV acceleration using this method in the
future.
Even though it appears to us not possible to make a PeV accelerator into a
collider, because of its too severe requirements for luminosity, we wish to seek other
applications at the energy frontier. We have suggested at least one such a candidate. If
we use PeV electrons to produce PeV photons (gamma particles), these photons serve us
to investigate new physics. We have suggested that with energy varying gamma
particles, we can measure the arrival time differentiation of these gamma particles over
some distance, say a km at or around PeV. According to some theories on quantum
gravity and other alternative theories, the Lorentz transformation with respect to the
speed (or the Lorentz factor γ) is no more invariant, but rather dependent on energies of
the gamma photons. According to some of these theories, it is possible that when the
energies of photons become as large as PeV, such effects may be magnified so much to
become observable. This is precisely what we suggest here in this article.
So far it appears that the only way to test such possibilities and theories is
through astrophysical observations. Thus astrophysicists have ventured to use
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primordial Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs) to observe their arrival differential depending on
their energies (frequencies). GRBs are the brightest objects in the Universe and thus we
should be able to detect the most ancient and thus farthest. In fact the primordial GRBs
can make us encompass the entire distance of the cosmos, thereby enabling us to
magnify the time differential at maximum. Thereby, astrophysicists, amazingly, seem to
have seen some time differentials of gamma particle arrivals from GRBs with statistical
significant amounts. These indicate, by and large, the more energetic gamma photons
are, the later they see to arrive, in crude agreement with what these quantum gravity
theories would predict. However, there remains a large body of discourses as to the
nature of these time delays. For example, the time delays may be due to the GRBs
source characteristics: the higher the gamma particle energy is, the longer it takes for
these particles to get accelerated, thus such time differential, but not due to the vacuum
property of the photon propagation sped over the Universe distance. Also there seems to
have some statistical debates among various observations to date. These are the nature
of the astrophysical observations and cannot be easily eradicated. It is thus ideal if we
can come up with controlled experiments. This is what our PeV acceleration should be
able to meet. It may be that this would pose the severest terrestrial test of Einstein’s
Special Theory of Relativity ever.
We have begun to explore an ultrafast optical detection method of the gamma
particle arrival differential. This seems not out of bound of physical reality. Although it
provides so far only a crude principle to test such grandiose effects, to the first order it
seems that we have not encountered fundamental difficulties. Of course, more details of
such ideas and methods need to be studied. In addition, we could imagine more
applications of PeV electrons (or other particles such ions) at or near PeVs. We look for
more investigations in this direction in the future. Finally, as to ion acceleration
in this PeV LWFA,
ion
this

acceleration is
linear

except for the first

not

so

accelerator.

It

much
might

different
have

few GeV booster / injector,
from
some

electron

acceleration

in

potential benefits for less

stringent orbital requirements, such as the benefit of the lack of betatron radiations. If
one has tangible experimental incentives for the PeV hadron sector physics, it would be
of interest to pursue this avenue as well.
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Figure and table captions

Figure 1. Electron energy as a function of the plasma density observed in experiments
[2-14]. The solid line shows the fitted curve of E / mc 2  2  (1.6  1019 / n e ) 3 / 2
gleaned and 2-matched from all these experimental data, and the broken line shows the
theoretical scaling ( E /mc 2  2  (1.7  10 21 /n e ) 3 / 2 ).
Table 1. Sample parameters for PeV proof-of-principle laser acceleration of electrons
and positrons. Case III staging makes the required laser energy come within a parameter
domain reachable with the latest laser technology similar to that of NIF or LMJ .
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Figure. 1
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Table 1 .

Parameters

Symbol

total energy gain

W

total laser energy

EL,t
Nstage
ne

number of stages
plasma density
gamma factor
wavelength

Case I

Case II

Case III

unit

1

1

1 PeV

4.1x102

8.8

1

100

1.8x1015

3.9x1016

1.8x1017 cm-3

ph


7.9x102

1.7x102

79

1

1

a0
EL,1
P

56

26

18

4.1x104

88

4.1 kJ

4.2x104

4.2x102

42 PW



9.8x102

2.1x102

98 fs

Lp
Ld
Lacc,t
w0
Nbeam

1.2x104

57

3.9 m

6.2x103

29

2 m

6.2x103

2.9x103

2.0x103 m

7.9x102

1.7x102

1.7E+11

1.7E+10

4.1 MJ
1000

1 um

norm. laser
amplitude
laser energy/stage
peak power
pulse duration
pump depletion
length
dephasing length
total acc length
spot radius
number of electrons
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79 m
5.5E+09

